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Abstract

The ability of combined heat and power (CHP) to meet residential heat and power demands efficiently offers potentially significant financial
and environmental advantages over centralised power generation and heat-provision through natural-gas fired boilers. A solid oxide fuel cell
(SOFC) can operate at high overall efficiencies (heat and power) of 80–90%, offering an improvement over centralised generation, which is
often unable to utilise waste heat. This paper applies an equivalent annual cost (EAC) minimisation model to a residential solid oxide fuel cell
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HP system to determine what the driving factors are behind investment in this technology. We explore the performance of a h
OFC system—representing expectations of near to medium term technology development—under present UK market conditio

hat households with small to average energy demands do not benefit from installation of a SOFC micro-CHP system, but lar
emands do benefit under these conditions. However, this result is sensitive to a number of factors including stack capital cost, en
nd export prices, and plant lifetime. The results for small and average dwellings are shown to reverse under an observed chan

mport prices, an increase in electricity export price, a decrease in stack capital costs, or an improvement in stack lifetime.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

This paper is published against a backdrop of great in-
erest in decentralised power generation in the UK and in-
ernationally. The recent Energy White Paper released by
he UK Government[1] notes that in order to improve re-
iability of the energy supply system it would be advisable
o include distributed energy sources in the energy mix. Ad-
itionally, the White Paper suggests a 60% CO2 reduction

arget by the year 2050. This is a challenging objective that
ould be aided through the introduction of more low carbon
eneration, including decentralised energy systems. Several
ountries around the world are implementing programs to
id decentralised generation. In the USA substantial head-
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way is being made towards a target of 92GW combined
and power (CHP) by 2010, which would correspond
doubling of capacity since 1998. This program is justi
as a response to energy price spikes, power outages,
quality problems, dirty air, and global climate change[2].
Internationally, decentralised energy is perceived to ass
meeting energy security and environmental concerns, a
often economically competitive with centralised genera
technologies[3]. Residential micro-CHP, the subject of t
paper, is an emerging decentralised energy technolog
can contribute to these broad environmental, economic
security aspirations.

A common question put forward by micro-CHP design
and manufacturers is “what kWe capacity should our
erators be for the residential market” and “what are the
economic drivers and sensitivities behind this decision?”
answers to this question provide valuable input to system
sign and control, and allow further research to be direct
the areas that can provide the greatest economic ben
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users of the technology. Therefore, the aims of this paper are:
to describe a model designed to explore the economic char-
acteristics of emerging decentralised energy technologies; to
apply this to investigate the optimal generation capacity (i.e.
capacity that results in minimum cost to the user) and dispatch
strategy of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) CHP system for the
UK residential market; and to determine the primary driving
factors behind the investigation results in order to assess what
factors may realistically be improved in the medium term to
advance the prospects of the technology.

The economic/technical factors analysed in this study are
stack capacity, stack capital cost, stack lifetime, stack elec-
trical efficiency, electricity export price, and energy import
prices.

2. Solid oxide fuel cell systems

In order to arrive at relevant input parameters for our anal-
ysis, we perform a literature review of the various costs and
technical characteristics associated with SOFC systems.

A number a varieties of fuel cells are currently available
or in the demonstration phase. Polymer electrolyte fuel cells
(PEFC), alkaline fuel cells (AFC), phosphoric acid fuel cells
(PAFC), molten carbonate (MCFC) and solid oxide fuel cells
are all competing for various niches. Of these technologies,
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erating temperature, and complex thermal management tech-
niques must be applied for efficiency and to ensure safety of
the system in a residential environment.

From an economic perspective, SOFC systems appear to
be very promising. Rolls Royce recently suggested that cap-
ital costs of US$300 kWe−1 [6] are already achievable for
large SOFC-gas turbine hybrid systems. Although the lit-
erature varies in estimate of costs from US$300 kW−1 to
US$20,000 kWe−1 [7], the majority of estimates are in the
range of US$700[8] to US$1300 kWe−1 [9]. Given the rel-
ative immaturity of SOFC technology, significant cost re-
ductions can be expected through both further technological
development and learning-by-doing. Operation and mainte-
nance costs of SOFC technology are currently high, at around
US$0.025 kWh−1. Again this is attributable to relative im-
maturity, and it is asserted that this could be driven down to
around US$0.01 kWh−1 [7].

The rate at which power output from an SOFC can be var-
ied is limited by thermal stress considerations. SOFC con-
struction requires binding together materials with dissimi-
lar thermal properties. As the cell is heated to its operating
temperature thermal stresses appear between the materials.
Additionally, temperature across the cell can vary, inducing
further thermal stress. The production of materials to address
these issues is currently the focus of much research.

Given these thermal stresses, the endurance of SOFCs is
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otential for small-medium scale CHP systems. This s

ocuses on SOFC technology for the reasons outlined b
The solid oxide fuel cell is an emerging technology w

he ability to provide combined heat and power at an ele
al efficiency between 40 and 55%, and an overall LHV
ciency between 80 and 90%. The heat provided by a S
s high-grade, typically at greater than 800◦C, although i
hould be noted that intermediate temperature SOFCs a
ng developed that operate between roughly 550 and 80◦C.
erhaps the most compelling factor driving the R&D eff
eing directed at SOFC power systems as opposed to P

s that they can be directly fuelled by natural gas—a c
enient and readily available fuel in many countries in
orld.
These characteristics make SOFCs an ideal candida

any scales of CHP: a brief market analysis shows S
ystems being demonstrated in capacity ranges from 1
y Sulzer Hexis[4] through to 250 kWe by Siemens We

nghouse[5]. Although scale-up of SOFC technology is
o be tested, there is no indication that these figures repr
apacity limitations for SOFCs.

SOFCs are not without their limitations, which relate
arily to their high operating temperatures. Thermal stre
ithin the cells during start up and across cells during
ration lead to mechanical failure of components at the

erfaces, suggesting a lifetime of roughly 5 years at full
iven the current technology. Additionally, the balance
lant (BoP) in the CHP system must be constructed from
tively expensive materials in order to withstand the high
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f particular concern, but prospects are encouraging. Cu
arge-scale tubular SOFC technology has been proven t
rate for approximately 40,000 h with less than 0.2% vol
egradation per 1000 operating hours. This correspon
pproximately 5 years of continuous operation. Older t

ar SOFC technology has been proven to operate for rou
0,000 h with less than 0.5% voltage degradation per 100
rating hours, and this technology has since been impr
uggesting that more than 70,000 h of operation is pos
here some voltage degradation is acceptable[8].
Conventional generating technology usually exhibits a

rease in efficiency as load is reduced from the maxim
imilarly to all fuel cells, SOFCs exhibit the characteristi
igh part load efficiency; as the SOFC approaches its m
um capacity, concentration, activation, and ohmic pola

ion changes serve to decrease its efficiency. This charac
ic is potentially useful for low load-factor residential appli
ions. Efficient part load operation could allow installation
larger fuel cell generator than for competing technolo

ncreasing the share of demand met on-site.
The maximum efficiency gains of decentralised CHP

entralised generation and onsite boiler combinations
nly be achieved when little energy is discarded from the

em. A rapidly variable heat-to-power ratio is desirable w
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Fig. 1. Simplified SOFC CHP system.

water storage tank, allows a wider range of heat-to-power
ratios to be met more efficiently than conventional CHP.

3. Decentralised generation equivalent annual cost
(EAC) minimisation model

3.1. Model concept

The purpose of the model is to identify the minimum
equivalent annual cost (in UK pounds), and corresponding
“optimum” SOFC stack capacity (kWe) and supplementary
boiler capacity (kWth), to meet a given energy demand pro-
file. The system is optimally dispatched (i.e. dispatched to
provide minimum energy cost) and is grid-connected. Equiv-
alent annual cost of meeting energy demand is defined as
the equivalent cost per year of owning the micro-CHP/boiler
system over their entire lives, plus the cost per year of pro-
viding whatever fuel and electricity is necessary meet energy
demands in the dwelling. It is necessary to use equivalent
annual cost in this study rather than net present value as the
CHP unit and supplementary boiler can have different life-
times. The optimisation performed can choose optimum ca-
pacities of the SOFC and of the additional boiler, along with
the operating regime or point for each time period,1 or can
choose the optimum operating regime for each time period
f iler.
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ide fuel cell micro-CHP system operating in parallel with the
electricity grid. Electricity can be bought from and sold to a
supplier, and natural gas can be imported from the piped net-
work. An additional boiler is also included in the micro-CHP
system to provide any supplementary heat required, and meet
any rapidly fluctuating heat loads that the fuel cell is unable
to respond to. This system, including a basic depiction of
balance of plant, is represented diagrammatically inFig. 1.

The specifics of the SOFC stack, which is the technical
focus of this study, are described in further detail in Section4.

3.2. Model Structure: CODEGen

The CODEGen model, for the cost optimisation of decen-
tralised energy generation, has been developed to analyse this
system. As discusses in Section3.1, it minimises the equiv-
alent annual cost of meeting a given electrical and heat load
though consideration of CHP and boiler system capacities
to be installed, and how to dispatch system components ac-
cording to price and demand signals. For each time period
considered, the system has six cost drivers: the cost of fuel
to run the fuel cell; operation and maintenance of the fuel
cell; the cost of fuel to run the additional boiler; operation
and maintenance of the boiler; the cost of imported electric-
ity, and the revenue from any electricity sold to the grid. For
e flect
t

1 pe-

2 se
or a given fixed capacities of the SOFC and additional bo
The technical CHP system modelled is an anode supp

ntermediate temperature direct internal reforming solid

1 Operating point is defined as SOFC power and heat generation for
se, SOFC power generation for sale to the grid, imported natural g

he additional boiler, and imported power from the grid.
ach time step we have four decision variables that re
hese cost drivers.

) x1,1= onsite electricity generation used onsite (time
riod 1);

) x2,1= imported electricity from the grid for onsite u
(time period 1);
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3) x3,1= imported natural gas for use in a separate boiler
(time period 1);

4) x4,1= exported electricity (time period 1).

These four optimisation variables apply to each time step
from i = 1−n, wheren is the total number of time steps
in the analysis period. In addition to thesen× 4 optimisa-
tion variables, we have two additional cost drivers—the in-
stalled capital cost of the SOFC and the installed capital cost
of the additional boiler, reflected through the two decision
variables:

(n× 4 + 1)xn= SOFC rated capacity;
(n× 4 + 2)xn+ 1 = boiler rated capacity.

The objective is to minimise the equivalent annual cost
of meeting a given set of power and heat demands, which
includes the annual cost of owning the CHP/boiler system
over its entire lifetime. Eq.(1) is a basic representation of the
objective function.

EAC = (annual fuel and O&M cost for onsite
generation (including heat)+ annual cost of
buying imported electricity+ annual cost of
imported natural gas for the boiler− annual
revenue from electricity sold to the grid)
+ equivalent annual capital cost of SOFC and
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Fig. 2. Combined stack and dc–ac inverter electrical efficiency vs. load factor
(load factor is the average electrical output in a time period divided by the
maximum electrical output capacity).

4. SOFC high-level characterisation

As apparent fromFig. 1, the electrical output from the
SOFC stack is directed through a dc–ac inverter. In order
to obtain a high-level characterisation of the system, we
must combine the electrical efficiencies of the stack and
inverter.

The electrical efficiency profile of the SOFC, given by
Eq. (2), was generated from a SOFC model developed by
Imperial College London Chemical Engineering department,
and exhibits typical high part-load efficiency:2

Electricaleff = −0.0607r3 + 0.253r2 − 0.453r + 0.6593,

where r is the load factor (2)

The dc–ac inverter, which typically incorporates approxi-
mately 7% losses at low load factors, and 3% losses at rated
capacity[12]. When the stack and dc–ac inverter efficiency
profiles are combined, the resulting system electrical effi-
ciency is shown inFig. 2.

In addition to the system electrical efficiency profile, we
assume overall efficiency (heat + power) of the stack is similar
to competing boiler technology (circa 90%) and is given by
Eq.(3).

Overalleff = 0.05r + 0.9, where r is the load factor (3)
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The objective function is subject to constraints:

Overall, the given power and heat demands must be
isfied. The heat demand may be exceeded by a spe
amount, limited by the technical constraint for heat du
from the system.
Neither SOFC nor boiler output can exceed their r
capacities. One may explicitly limit the stack and bo
capacities, or allow the optimiser to choose these ca
ties.
Thermal stresses within the SOFC prevent rapid cha
in power output, so power output in each time perio
limited to be within a specified range of the power ou
for the previous time period.

We use a number of “typical” days of energy demand
t fine (i.e. 5 min) temporal precision, which is required to

ain accurate optimisation results[11]. Each day is weighte
ccording to how many days there are of that type in
ear.

.3. Model implementation

The model developed uses a sparse sequential qua
rogramming optimisation method to minimise the equ

ent annual cost of meeting the given heat and power dem
he programming language employed is object-oriented

n conjunction with the E04UGC routine from the NAG C
rary Mark 7.
This implies that the system has good heat recovery
cteristics, with 90% overall efficiency at minimum load,
5% overall efficiency at maximum load.

Note that balance of plant consideration relating to
lectrical and overall efficiency profile is simplified in t
nalysis, being reduced to four basic measures to cons

ively account for these loads. These are:

2 r, the load factor, is defined as the average electrical output (kWe) w
time period divided by its maximum electrical output capacity (kWe)
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1. An additional heat load proportional to stack output—to
account for fuel and air pre-heating, and pre-reformer
loads (set to 10% in this study).

2. An additional electrical load proportional to stack
output—to account for blower loads (set to 5% in this
study).

3. An additional constant electrical load—to account for
control system load (set to 50 W in this study, designed
to combine with the boiler control system load already
present in the investigated electricity demand profile).

4. System is limited to operate above a load factor of 0.2.
Below this level, BoP loads and thermal balancing issues
are significant, and our efficiency profile inapplicable.

5. UK residential energy demand and other input
parameters

Residential energy demand patterns vary widely, influ-
enced by a complex range of factors such as dwelling size,
number of occupants, income, age of occupants, and lifestyle
to name a few.

From the point of view of a stack manufacturer, in order
to obtain an accurate picture of the optimum stack capacity,
it is necessary to first obtain a representative picture of the
range of electricity and heat demand profiles of potential cus-
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the number of UK households according to the UK Census
2001. DTI reports the average domestic gas consumption as
19,358 kWh, of which some 10% is accounted for by cook-
ing [14]. Therefore, the “average” dwelling inTable 1cor-
responds reasonably well with the national average whilst
the “small” and “large” dwellings exhibit reasonable vari-
ation either side of this average. Demand data used in this
study consists of 5 min electricity consumption data over
an entire year for a range of properties, from which these
three scales of total demand (small, average and large) were
selected.

As described in Section3.2, to ease the computational
burden the model works with a sample subset of days from
the annual demand profile. In this study six sample days are
used to represent the annual demand profile (two winter days,
two summer days, and two shoulder days) for each dwelling,
at 5 min temporal precision.

Other input parameters of interest, with their central esti-
mates, are:

1. Stack capital cost—£333 for any stack above zero kWe
plus £333 kWe−1 installed. This estimate is based on
information presented in Section2.

2. Boiler capital cost—£1000 for any boiler, plus
£50 kWth−1 installed, based on installed cost of a va-
riety of advertised systems.
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omers. In this paper, to capture something of this range,
llustrative demand profiles have been employed relatin
mall, average and large dwellings for current UK conditi
ach of the electricity demand profiles was measured at
K residential property by Building Research Establishm
td (BRE), and is summarised inTable 1. The heat deman
rofiles (also summarised inTable 1) were generated bas
n an assumed heating cycle (morning and evening heat
inter), and designed to correspond with official consu

ion statistics (see below) and heat-delivery rate constr
f existing housing stock.

The classification of small, average and large has
erived from official statistics; the building research es

ishment electricity demand data was compared with De
ent of Trade and Industry (DTI) statistics to determine w

onstitutes a “small”, “average”, and a “large” demand. L
ise, heat demand profiles were generated with the inte
f reflecting the UK average and a reasonable variation e
ide of this average.

The average UK electricity demand is approxima
675 kWh based on UK totals in DTI[13] and division by

able 1
asic statistics of selected BRE electricity demand profiles and gen
eat demand profiles

welling Annual electricity
demand (kWh)

Annual heat
demand (kWh)

mall 2455 15137
verage 4350 17950
arge 7627 24539
3. Stack lifetime—5 years, based on information in S
tion 2.

4. Boiler lifetime—10 years.
5. Discount rate—12%, a basic commercial discount r
6. Natural gas cost—2.309 p kWh−1 for the first 1143 kWh

per quarter, 1.453 p kWh−1 thereafter, based on Lond
Electricity prices at May 1st 2003.

7. Electricity import cost—10.79 p kWh−1 for the first
225 kWh per quarter, 6.38 p kWh−1 thereafter, based o
London Electricity prices at May 1st 2003.

8. Electricity export price—3 p kWh−1, near the UK aver
age wholesale electricity price.

9. Maintenance—£45/year for the boiler, £20/year for
stack.

0. Maximum heat dump—0.5 kWth, through a fan-assi
flue.

1. Stack minimum output level—0.2 load factor.
2. Boiler minimum capacity—5 kWth, to meet dome

hot water load variations.

These central estimates are only indicators of current
et conditions or perceived medium-term estimates o
tate of SOFC technology. The SOFC technology desc
ere and in Section4 is not yet commercially available, wi

urther development required for example to bring costs t
evels projected in Section2. However, the approach taken
his paper is to model this hypothetical system under the
ent UK market conditions. This approach avoids introdu
otentially confounding factors to the analysis by attemp
rojections of other input parameters—for example the

ure trajectories of gas and power prices. Sensitivity ana
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is used to indicate the relative importance of the key input
assumptions.

6. Results and discussion

Results are presented as follows: we first establish a base-
line result corresponding to a dwellings energy requirements
being met by grid power and a condensing boiler. We then
find which dwellings represent viable micro-CHP investment
opportunities under the “central estimate” input parameters
presented in Section5. Sensitivity of the investment decision
to six parameters are then explored in the following sections.
These parameters are; stack capacity, stack capital cost, stack
lifetime, stack electrical efficiency, electricity export price,
and electricity/fuel import prices.

6.1. Baseline result

The baseline result in this study is the case where all elec-
tricity demands are met by the grid, and all heat demands
are met by importing natural gas for use in a 90% efficient
condensing boiler. Results for this analysis are presented in
Table 2, and are used as a check for other results, in that a vi-
able micro-CHP system must yield a result with either equal
o
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Given the large number of assumptions in the central esti-
mates, and significant uncertainty in many of them, this sin-
gle point solution is of limited value. The following sections
explore the sensitivity of the solution to variations in key in-
put parameters, and the potential significance for technology
development and market penetration.

6.3. Sensitivity to stack capacity

It is of interest to examine how important the optimum
stack capacity (i.e. stack capacity that results in minimum
equivalent annual cost of meeting energy demand) is in terms
of economic benefit to the energy user. If the equivalent an-
nual cost of meeting energy demand across a variety of stack
capacities maintains a relatively stable value, one could con-
clude that manufacturing an optimum capacity stack is rela-
tively unimportant. Alternatively, if the EAC across a variety
of stack capacities exhibits a steep gradient then it is more
important to determine the optimum stack capacity.Fig. 3
plots EAC of meeting energy demand divided by the corre-
sponding baseline EAC from Section6.1, against installed
SOFC capacity on thex-axis, for each of the three energy
consumption profiles and central estimate input parameters
discussed in Section5.

Fig. 3 exhibits the typical characteristics of cost versus
i city,
t eline
c P
c right
o the
s tem
a CHP
c r to
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o the
a y, as

F ed by
c mall,
a

r lower equivalent annual cost than this baseline.

.2. Central estimate result

The central estimates of each input variable and dem
rofiles presented in Section5 are input to the CODEGe
odel, and the stack and supplementary boiler capa

hat result in minimum equivalent annual cost are identi
he optimisation results for these input data are presen
able 3.

From Table 3it is apparent that the central estimate
nput variables results in only the dwelling with large dem
hoosing to install a SOFC micro-CHP system. However
ecision is marginal as the cost saving between this sy
nd the baseline result (Table 2) is only £16 per year.

able 2
rid-boiler baseline result

welling EAC (£) Boiler capacity (kWth

mall 791 11.97
verage 987 14.82
arge 1361 22.47

able 3
OFC micro-CHP central estimate result

welling EAC (£) Optimum stack
capacity (kWe)

Optimum boiler
capacity (kWth)

mall 791 0 11.97
verage 987 0 14.82
arge 1347 1.25 20.58
nstalled capacity curves. At zero installed CHP capa
he EAC of meeting energy demand is equal to the bas
ost presented in Section6.1. As a small amount of CH
apacity is added to the system (i.e. moving a short way
n thex-axis), the EAC rapidly increases, consistent with
ignificant additional cost of having any stack in the sys
nd its associated balance of plant. However, as further
apacity is added to the system (i.e. continuing furthe
he right on thex-axis inFig. 3), the benefits obtained fro
perating the additional CHP capacity begin to outweigh
dditional capital cost, and the EAC decreases. Finall

ig. 3. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand divid
orresponding baseline EAC vs. installed SOFC stack capacity for s
verage, and large dwellings.
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Fig. 4. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a small
dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range of stack
capital costs.

more CHP capacity is added to the system, and less electricity
and heat demand can be served by that capacity, and EAC of
meeting energy demand increases (i.e. extra CHP capacity is
installed but there is no load for it to serve, thus increasing the
capital cost with no operating cost benefit). These tensions
between capital and operating costs result in the “tick” shape
of all EAC versus capacity curves in this paper—a sharp
initial spike, falling to a minimum, and then rising.

There is an important difference in the shape of the curves
in Fig. 3for the three dwellings analysed. The small dwelling
EAC is relatively sensitive to stack capacity (i.e. the “small
dwelling” curve is steeper than the other two), whilst the
average and large dwellings show relatively less variation in
EAC in the 0–5 kWe stack capacity range (i.e. their curves
have a shallower gradient than the “small dwelling” curve).
This means that it is more important to choose the correct
stack capacity for dwellings with smaller energy demand.

Reflecting the result in Section6.2, the large dwelling
is the only case with a minimum EAC below that of the
grid/boiler baseline (represented by the horizontal line on the
figure). It also offers relatively little variation in EAC between
approximately 0.75 and 2.75 kWe stack capacity, implying
that a manufacturer could choose a capacity anywhere in this
range with little effect upon an investors incentive to purchase
the technology. For the small and average dwellings, at the
0.75 kWe level, “next-best” stack capacity (i.e. where EAC
i ap-
p r to
t

6

s of
c ed
a al
c der a

Fig. 5. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in an av-
erage dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range
of stack capital costs.

Fig. 6. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a large
dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range of stack
capital costs.

number of “cost per kWe” scenarios. The fixed cost to include
any stack in the system is £333 (US$600)3 which is consid-
ered to be a basic system cost, and variable costs (per kWe
installed) used are £167 (US$300), £250 (US$450), £333
(US$600), £500 (US$900) and £833 (US$1500). When the
£333 fixed cost is incorporated, these estimates are on aver-
age slightly higher than those indicated in Section2 because
it is perceived that there is some loss of economies of scale in
the 0–5 kWe range we are investigating, resulting in higher
prices per kWe in this study.

Figs. 4 and 5show that both the small and average
dwellings should only install a fuel cell once the stack cost
drops below £250 kWe−1 plus the £333 basic cost, because
the £250 kWe−1 curves almost touch the horizontal line in the

3 Exchange rate used here is UK£1 = US$1.80.
s lowest, but micro-CHP stack capacity is above zero) is
arent, although it is noted that this system is still inferio

he grid/boiler baseline result of Section6.1.

.4. Sensitivity to capital cost

Sensitivity to capital cost is now explored. The estimate
apital costs given in Section2 (US$300 and above) are us
s a guide to obtainFigs. 4–6, which plot equivalent annu
ost against stack capacity for each demand profile un
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figures which correspond to the grid/boiler baseline of Sec-
tion 6.1. For the large dwelling, this figure is approximately
£400 kWe−1 plus the £333 basic cost.

Another important result is the rate at which the optimum
stack capacity decreases with respect to increasing capital
cost. The optimum stack capacity—where EAC reaches a
minimum—for the £167 kWe−1 curves (plus £333 basic cost)
is at approximately 2, 3, and 5 kWe stack capacity for the
small (Fig. 4), average (Fig. 5) and large (Fig. 6) dwellings,
respectively. Optimum stack capacity then falls rapidly with
increasing stack capital cost in all cases—for the average
dwelling to approximately 1 kWe at £250 kWe−1 and then
zero at £333 kWe−1, implying that relatively small changes
in the total capital cost of the stack translate to large changes
in optimum stack capacity.

Finally, the lower the capital cost per kWe installed, the
less sensitive the EAC is to stack capacity (all curves exhibit
a shallower gradient at lower capital cost per kWe). There-
fore, if capital costs are low, then precise sizing of the SOFC
generator capacity is less important.

6.5. Sensitivity to SOFC lifetime

Stack lifetime estimates of Section2 suggested that life-
times of 40,000 h with acceptable voltage degradation are
currently achievable for large-scale tubular SOFC technol-
o ic, a
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Fig. 7. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a small
dwelling vs. stack capacity—sensitivity over a range of stack lifetimes.

(the optimum “average” case EAC just equals the grid/boiler
baseline result, whilst the “small” case dips well below that
line). An explanation for this lies in the specifics of the en-
ergy demand profiles—the small energy demand profile may
have more coincidence of electricity and heat demand, or a
larger portion of the energy demand within the capacity of
stack (i.e. a larger percentage of total electricity demand at
lower than the 0.75 kWe stack capacity).

6.6. Sensitivity to electrical efficiency

The electrical efficiency used in this simulation ranges
from roughly 40% at maximum load up to 54% at minimum
load (minimum load in this study is load factor of 0.2). It is
possible that a manufacturer would be able to develop a SOFC
stack with lower electrical efficiency than this for lower cost,

F n av-
e range
o

gy. As the technology under analysis here is embryon
ange of lifetimes around this value will be investigated.
ave chosen 3, 5 and 7 years as the input lifetime valu
ive an indication of the relevance of this parameter to m
utcomes. Industry expectations are for a stack lifetime o
ears (or boiler-equivalent lifetime), and technology de
pers are working towards this target. Therefore, the u

imit used here is conservative. The lifetime of the stack d
ot affect how it is dispatched, but does change the eq

ent annual capital cost of the system. Therefore, this se
imply observes the effect of changing the annuity facto
he equivalent annual capital cost of the stack (seeFigs. 7–9).

In Figs. 7–9stack lifetime clearly has a significant infl
nce on optimum stack size and on system economics
rally, although the influence across the range of lifeti
hosen is less than the influence of capital cost from Se
.4. In all cases the 3-year lifetime stack is not an attrac

nvestment. For 5-year lifetime the large dwelling optim
tack capacity is 1.25 kWe, but this investor would cho
ot to invest for small and average dwellings. For 7-year

ime, the small and average dwellings become an attra
nvestment with a 0.75 and 1 kWe stack respectively, and

um stack capacity for the large dwelling increases to ne
kWe.
Note that the EAC curves become steeper as stack life

ecomes shorter, implying that a shorter-lived stack ow
as more to gain from purchase of a system with an a
ate optimum stack capacity. Another interesting result
s that the small energy demand profile appears to be

ore from the increase in lifetime than the average pr
ig. 8. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a
rage dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a
f stack lifetimes.
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Fig. 9. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a large
dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range of stack
lifetimes.

without significant loss in overall efficiency (heat + power)
of the micro-CHP system. In order to investigate the benefit
obtained by the energy user as a result of lower efficiency we
subtract a constant 10 and 20% from the electrical efficiency
profile presented in Section4, whilst maintaining the overall
efficiency (heat + power) of the system. The capital cost for
these analyses is fixed at £333 basic cost for any stack plus
£333 per kWe of installed capacity.

The first point to note aboutFigs. 10–12is that the min-
imum boiler capacity (5 kWth) begins to play an increasing
role in the economics of the system. For example, inFig. 10,
for−20% electrical efficiency, the EAC versus capacity curve
exhibits a discontinuity at 2 kWe stack capacity where EAC
begins to increase more rapidly. This is the point where a
trade-off between increased stack capacity and reduced boiler
capacity can no longer be achieved because minimum boiler

F small
d stack
e

Fig. 11. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in an
average dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range
of stack electrical efficiencies.

capacity has been reached. This trend is evident to a greater
or lesser degree in each ofFigs. 10–12.

Another point regarding electrical efficiency is that the
most drastically reduced stack electrical efficiency of−20%
results in a larger “next-best” stack capacity (i.e. if we ig-
nore the grid/boiler baseline result represented by the hor-
izontal lines in the figures, and take the “next-best” stack
capacity based on lowest EAC) in all three cases. From a
manufacturers point of view this is interesting because the
larger stack may generate higher revenue for the manufac-
turer from its sale, may be cheaper to manufacture because it
is less electrically efficient, but can still provide the customer
with close to the best EAC outcome. However, this conclu-
sion would require further analysis, as the “−20%” case is
not competitive with the grid/boiler baseline result in any of
the dwellings.

F large
d stack
e

ig. 10. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a
welling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range of
lectrical efficiencies.
ig. 12. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a
welling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range of
lectrical efficiencies.
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Fig. 13. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a small
dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range of elec-
tricity export prices.

6.7. Sensitivity to electricity export prices

The prevailing spark-spread4 is an important factor when
considering investment in CHP. For residential premises that
wish to sell electricity generated, the price difference between
the sell price and the cost to generate power does not need to
be positive for the generator to be dispatched. This is because
the cost to meet onsite heat demand may be lower using the
CHP unit (and gaining some small revenue from any inci-
dental electricity export) than using the additional boiler, or
it may be economically efficient to dump excess heat (lim-
ited to 0.5 kWth dump in this study) and gain revenue from
the exported power. This tension between natural gas price
and electricity export price is important in choosing optimum
stack capacity, and is investigated through a sensitivity anal-
ysis to electricity export prices. Export prices used are 0, 2,
and 4 p kWh−1. All other input variables are identical to the
central estimates presented in Section5 (seeFigs. 13–15).

The results inFigs. 13–15show the importance of revenue
from electricity export for stack economics. High electricity
export prices, of the order of 4 p kWh−1, indicate much im-
proved EAC, and push the optimum stack capacity to the
1 kWe vicinity for the small and average dwelling cases, and
to above 2 kWe for the large dwelling case. On the other
hand, low export prices suggest much poorer economics at
high stack capacities, and relatively unchanged outcomes at
l base
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h
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tricity
p

Fig. 14. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in an
average dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range
of electricity export prices.

the increased capital cost of the stack, making it justified to
follow a larger portion of the heat load and therefore export
more power. However, a number of complex interactions are
at work here such as the high part-load efficiency (which
can make it economically efficient to generate at low load
factors (defined in Section4), but not at high load factors),
tensions between the fuel/electricity import prices and ex-
port prices, and the trade-off between the cost of increased
stack capacity or increased boiler capacity to meet heat de-
mands.

6.8. Sensitivity to energy import prices

A final sensitivity analysis is carried out to examine the
impact of varying energy import prices (fuel and electricity).
During the course of this analysis, residential energy tariffs

F large
d elec-
t

ow stack capacities where the system is operating in the
oad of the dwelling and therefore electricity export is l
mportant as all electricity is being used onsite.

There is clearly a critical point between 2 and 4 p kW−1

lectricity export price where EAC improves significan
nd the curve flattens over the range of stack capacities

s because the revenue gained from export begins to outw

4 Speak-spread is defined as the difference between fuel and elec
rice.
ig. 15. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a
welling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity—sensitivity over a range of

ricity export prices.
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Fig. 16. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a small
dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity for May 2003 (old) energy prices
and September 2004 (new) energy prices.

Fig. 17. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in an
average dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity for May 2003 (old) and
September 2004 (new) energy prices.

changed significantly, with most Suppliers increasing tariffs
by of the order of 10–15%. As the central estimate prices
used in this analysis were for a London Electricity customer
on a general purpose rate in May 2003, we adopt the Septem-
ber 2004 general purpose London Electricity prices for this
sensitivity analysis. These new prices are as follows:

• Electricity: 11.94 p kWh−1, for the first 225 kWh per quar-
ter, 7.29 p kWh−1 thereafter.

• Gas: 2.499 p kWh−1, for the first 1143 kWh per quarter,
1.572 p kWh−1 thereafter.

Figs. 16–18display the results of this sensitivity analysis.5

5 Note that small perturbations in these figures are due to a (insignificant)
modelling error.

Fig. 18. Equivalent annual cost (EAC) of meeting energy demand in a large
dwelling vs. installed SOFC stack capacity for May 2003 (Old) and Septem-
ber 2004 (new) energy prices.

In the small and average dwelling cases, investment in
a SOFC-based micro-CHP system has become an attrac-
tive investment between “Old” and “New” energy tariffs.
In the case of the large dwelling, it has become a more at-
tractive investment than the “Old” energy import price sce-
nario. This is due to the capital costs of the SOFC trad-
ing off against increased electricity import price. This am-
plifies the economic benefit from the SOFC which is now
displacing more expensive electricity import, and therefore
more capital expenditure is justified to obtain this displace-
ment.

7. Conclusions

We have presented the background situation for decen-
tralised energy in the UK, and a model for investigation of
cost-optimum CHP, and applied it to residential micro-CHP
solid oxide fuel cell systems. A simple but realistic SOFC
system high-level characterisation was presented that allows
investigation of the economics of optimum micro-CHP sys-
tems with reasonable computational efficiency.

It was shown that the optimum energy delivery system
was zero stack capacity (i.e. grid/boiler only system) for
small and average UK residential dwellings using central es-
t ofile
y ting
t be
t f un-
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w n in
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r k ca-
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imates of input parameters. A large dwelling demand pr
ielded an optimum stack capacity of 1.25 kWe, indica
hat under current conditions this application is likely to
he first target market. However, due to a great deal o
ertainty regarding these parameters, a sensitivity ana
as then performed on key economic drivers. Variatio
tack capital cost per kWe, electricity export prices, and
rgy import prices were found to be the most importan

he investigated factors, where small changes in thes
ameters translated to large changes in optimum stac
acity, equivalent annual cost and the sensitivity of
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nomic performance to system sizing. A change in capital
cost from £333 to £250 kWe−1 (plus a basic system cap-
ital cost of £333), or a change in electricity export price
from 3 to 4 p kWh−1, or a positive movement in energy
import prices improved the annual cost for the small and
average dwellings to the point where they represent a rea-
sonable investment with a stack capacity of the order of
1 kWe.

The other two sensitivity analyses performed were for
stack lifetime and stack electrical efficiency. Stack lifetime is
also an important factor, although less so than stack cap-
ital cost over the range of investigated values. Increasing
the lifetime to 7 years from the 5 year central estimate
resulted in all demand cases becoming viable with small
stack capacities. This result is intuitive as it relates to the
longer period of operation of the equipment, resulting in
an increased period over which the initial investment is
spread.

The stack electrical efficiency sensitivity analysis il-
lustrated the relative unimportance of extremely electri-
cally efficient technology for residential applications with
significant heat demand. Provided the overall efficiency
(heat + power) of the system is maintained at high lev-
els, an optimally dispatched system will achieve similar
cost savings regardless of electrical efficiency. This accords
with the activities of developers already entering the com-
m en-
g nly
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